
KRUG 2008

CLASSIC BEAUTY



At the House of Krug, every Krug Vintage

celebrates the distinct character of a

particular year. A Krug Vintage is a blend

of the most expressive wines from a single

year enhanced by a stay of over ten years in

the cellars. Every Krug Vintage is different:

it is the music of the year, captured by

Krug.

Celebrating nature’s bounty with a

statement such as a Krug Vintage has been

at the heart of Krug since Joseph Krug

founded the House in 1843. Krug 2008

embodies his philosophy and dream.

Today the House of Krug is pleased to

present Krug 2008, a classic Krug story of

harmonious intensity, complementarity and

contrast, nicknamed “Classic Beauty” by

the House’s Tasting Committee members.

Krug 2008 is a paradoxical harmony of contrasting flavours that are
together expressive, balanced and intense on the palate.

”
“

Cellar Master, House of Krug



When Joseph Krug founded the Champagne House

bearing his name in 1843, driven by his

understanding that the true essence of Champagne

is pleasure itself, his dream was to craft the very

best Champagne he could offer every year,

regardless of annual climate variations. He went

beyond all known boundaries of Champagne

creation, establishing a House where all

Champagnes would be of the same level of

distinction.

In 1848, he committed his vision to the pages of his

dark cherry personal notebook, stating: “a good

Champagne House should only create two Champagnes of

the same quality.” Joseph Krug’s Champagne

Number 1 would later become Krug Grande Cuvée

and his Champagne Number 2, the Champagne of

circumstances, thus, Krug Vintage.

In order to create these unique Champagnes,

Joseph Krug was unequivocal with regard to

craftsmanship. In his notebook, he stressed that “it

is not possible to make a good wine except from good

elements”. To this day, the House upholds his

uncompromising vision.

A cornerstone of Krug’s craftsmanship is the

concept of individuality, or the art of turning the

harvest from every plot into a separate wine and

then following its individual character before any

blending decision is made. This allows Krug’s Cellar

Master to identify and discern wines from single

plots that can enrich that year’s creations, others to

be kept as reserve wines for later use or wines to

reject, which do not reach the desired profile.

At Krug we love to share our stories and with a Krug Vintage we tell the
story of an interesting year. It is our love and dedication which allows these
delicious tales to be brought to life. ”

“

Director of the House of Krug and sixth generation of the Krug family



CHAMPAGNE NO. 1 AND CHAMPAGNE NO. 2

Champagne Number 1, which is known today as

Krug Grande Cuvée, is the most generous

expression of Champagne, re-created every year,

regardless of annual climate variations.

Krug Grande Cuvée is a blend of over 120 different

wines from more than 10 different years. Blending

so many different wines from different years lends a

fullness of flavours and aromas that would be

impossible to express with the wines of a single

year. It is a complete orchestra playing together in

harmony.

Champagne Number 2, Krug Vintage is created as

Joseph wrote, “according to the circumstances.” In

the House of Krug, Krug Vintage is not the

selection of the best wines of a good year, but the

selection of the wines which better express the story

of the year, those wines which better play the music

of the year. The creation is then enhanced by a stay

over ten years in Krug’s cellars.

In principle, a good House ought to make two Champagnes from similarly
composed blends: Champagne No. 1: This composition should be altered
according to the year. If the wines are full-bodied, one must use more light
wines of previous years… and the opposite if they are too light, for
instance, those of 1848. Champagne No. 2: […] As for No. 1 and according
to the circumstances.

Founder, House of Krug

”

“



THE ELEGANT AND INTENSE STORY OF A BALANCED AND COOL YEAR

Due to the cool and balanced climate of 2008, which made for an
outstanding vintage, the grapes could take their time to mature in
tranquillity, ultimately exhibiting beautiful freshness upon harvest.
Surprisingly, despite these mild and constant conditions, we observed great
heterogeneity from plot to plot. The beauty of this contrast was the
inspiration to blend complementary flavours from different plots including
Aÿ, Bouzy and Ambonnay. Krug 2008 is a great classic of the House.

”

“

Cellar Master, House of Krug

The year 2008 was one of Champagne’s coolest in

14 years, and also one of the region’s least sunny in

almost half a century. A superb vintage, it was a

classic northern climate, one that has not been seen

much since. Rainfall was normal, the summer was

dry, and temperatures were constant throughout the

growing season. This absence of extremes resulted

in slow and steady grape maturation.

Under these circumstances, the fruit was intense,

elegant and beautifully structured. Unexpected

heterogeneity in the vines brought a very complete

spectrum of flavours and aromas to the harvest. For

the final blend, the House’s Cellar Master selected

wines best exhibiting the uniqueness of the year. It

was brought to life in a composition marked by the

beauty, complexity and elegant structure of 2008.



Krug 2008 is a story of harmonious intensity,

complementarity and contrast, nicknamed

“Classic Beauty” by the House’s Tasting Committee

members.

For Krug, the year 2008 gave birth to a great classic

Krug Champagne balancing structured freshness

and diverse flavours. Krug 2008 exhibits both

power and elegance with a textured and intense

mouthfeel very characteristic of the year’s wines,

which uniquely reconciled intensity and quality.

To tell the story of 2008, a selection of Pinot Noir

plots’ wines constitutes more than half of the blend

(53%) coming primarily from Krug’s emblematic

plots of the Montagne de Reims Sud, including Aÿ,

Mareuil, Bouzy and Ambonnay. Meunier plots’

wines (25%) bring tension and citrus, while

aromatic Chardonnay plots’ wines (22%) imbue the

blend with fruit.

The extraordinary profile of Krug 2008 comes after

12 years in the cellars, gaining in expression,

harmony, and finesse.

At first sight, an intense and brilliant golden hue.

Krug 2008’s nose is expressive and very complete

with round aromas of honey, liquorice, menthol,

orange peel and grapefruit. On the palate, notes of

quince, candied fruits and citrus, yellow kiwi, star

fruit, honey, apple tart, butter cookies, orange peel,

peony and fennel, with floral and menthol

undertones. It has a long, balanced and precise

finish with astounding structure.

The Krug musical composition of 2008 is powerful

and harmonious at the same time, contrasted with

pulsating sounds, like a piano score by Tracy

Chapman. As all Krug Champagnes, Krug 2008 will

continue to gain with the passage of time.

BALANCING POWER AND ELEGANCE

Krug 2008 will beautifully accompany a variety of delectable dishes from sea
to earth, including oyster tartare with a lobster emulsion, tagliatelle with
mussels and basil, rabbit terrine with sorrel, or dishes prepared using
aromatic herbs such as oregano and thyme. It will also pair nicely with any
dessert that contrasts vivacity and roundness, such as a passionfruit lemon
meringue.

”

“

Cellar Master, House of Krug



Krug has always lived up to its reputation as the first and still unique Champagne House to create only

prestige Champagnes every year since its foundation.

The House was established in Reims in 1843, by Joseph Krug, a visionary non-conformist with an

uncompromising philosophy. Having understood that the true essence of Champagne is pleasure itself, his

dream was to craft the very best Champagne he could offer, every single year, regardless of annual climate

variations. Paying close attention to the vineyard’s character, respecting the individuality of each plot and its

wine, as well as building an extensive library of reserve wines from many different years, allowed Joseph

Krug to fulfil his dream.

With a very original approach to Champagne making, he decided to go beyond the notion of vintage to

create the most generous expression of Champagne, every year. Thus, he founded a House in which all

Champagnes are of the same level of distinction.

Six generations of the Krug family have perpetuated this dream, enriching the founder’s vision and savoir

faire.

For centuries, my family has been defying conventions, which is why
today this non-conformist spirit lives on in everything we do.

”

“

Director of the House of Krug and sixth generation of the Krug family



Craftsmanship is at the heart of the House of Krug. Every day, we pay
tribute to the fruit, the vine and the individuality of each plot of land, so we
feel a responsibility to preserve it. Sustainability is natural for us.

Cellar Master, House of Krug

”

“

TRANSMITTING A PROFOUND RESPECT FOR PEOPLE, TERROIR & THE PLANET

Born over 175 years ago from a vision of

uncompromising quality and respect for

craftsmanship, viticulture and terroir, the House of

Krug vows to ensure its continuity for the centuries

to come. Only with a total commitment to

sustainability through the protection of and respect

for nature is this possible.

The House’s commitment to the environment has

been a priority since the very beginning and, in

2014, Krug was certified sustainable based on 125

measurable criteria. It is also the first Maison of

LVMH to be certified Positive Luxury. Krug

encourages environmentally sound practices in the

vineyards, as well as among its partners, suppliers

and employees. The House has created a

community providing technical support to help its

growers become certified sustainable in recognition

of their commitment to great viticulture.

Sustainable viticulture by Krug and within its close

network of growers means no herbicide is used and

vines are given organic fertilization only, while

100% of plots are planted with inter-row grass to

curtail soil erosion. The House has also taken many

initiatives to optimise energy consumption

including a switch from oil to water-running

compressors.

At Krug, air transport is forbidden – its use is in

extreme cases only. Krug is fully committed to

reducing emissions and the new equipment at its

production sites consume 50% less water. All waste

is sorted and reused for energy. Additionally, the

House has created a unique 100% eco-friendly

giftbox which requires less energy to produce and

avoids overproduction and waste, as it fits a wide

range of Champagnes.



Since its foundation in 1843, the House of Krug has

sought new ways to enrich the tasting experience of

its Champagnes. Indeed, Music and sound have the

power to reveal a myriad of new dimensions

through the sensorial experience that comes with

every sip of Krug Champagne. It is in this spirit and

with this understanding that the House of Krug

has developed a unique endeavour: Krug Music

Pairings.

Over the years, the House, in collaboration with

Krug Lover musicians, has brought to life a full

spectrum of Music experiences designed to awaken

the senses not only of guests at the House in Reims

and visitors to international Krug events, but to the

larger community as a whole. The artists’ original

Krug Echoes compositions, playlists, and podcasts

are available online – thus accessible to anyone.

AN INVITATION TO TASTE KRUG CHAMPAGNES IN A UNIQUE WAY

THE WALL OF 400 WINES & THE KRUG YURT

In the family House in Reims, two special experiences were built in order to discover Krug through the 

universal language of music. 

In 2018, Krug collaborated with the French

IRCAM to build a bespoke sound installation in its

emblematic tasting room featuring the Wall of 400

Wines. The result is a collection of immersive or

ambisonic music creations, representative of the

wines of different terroirs of the Champagne region,

to illustrate the character and contribution of each

plot’s wine in Krug’s final creations.

The same year saw the construction of the

Krug Yurt, a wooden structure nestled in the garden

of the Krug Family House. The intimate interior

features optimal acoustics and an atmosphere

conceived to heighten the sensations of sound and

taste. It is the ideal setting for small groups of

guests to enjoy a captivating Krug and Music

Pairing experience.



The House of Krug recommends that its

Champagnes be served between 9°C and 12°C, as

colder temperatures limits the expression of their

flavours and aromas.

Bottles should be stored at the same temperature they

are served, i.e. between 9°C and 12°C, as colder

temperatures slow down the wine’s evolution, while

warmer temperatures can cause irreversible damage.

Tasting good Champagnes in flutes is like going to a concert wearing earplugs:
we only listen to the louder sounds. We will then miss all the fragile flavours
and aromas, which add to the harmony of the Champagne. We should always
taste good Champagnes in white wine glasses, never in flutes.

President & CEO, House of Krug

”

“

FOR AN UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE

For a memorable tasting experience, a good glass is necessary. It will enable
you to fully appreciate the depth, flavours and aromas of a wine or
Champagne.

Cellar Master, House of Krug

”

“



EVERY BOTTLE OF KRUG CHAMPAGNE HAS A STORY TO TELL

Since 2011, the House invites Champagne lovers to

enter the Krug iD – six digits printed on the back

label of every Krug bottle – in a dedicated section of

the Krug website, using the Krug App, via Twitter or

Google, to take their experience one step further. The

Krug iD reveals a detailed story of the Krug bottle,

the Cellar Master’s impressions of the year, Krug

Music Pairing suggestions, food pairing inspiration,

as well as recommendations for ideal storage and

service to enhance every tasting of Krug Champagne.

Artists who have shared their talent with the House

include avant-garde composer Ozark Henry, modern

jazz master Jacky Terrasson, classical pianist Jean-

Philippe Collard, French indie pop duo The Dø,

singer-songwriter Keziah Jones, pianists Khatia

Buniatishvili and Orazio Sciortino, as well as Italian

harpist Cécilia Chailly. Pianist Vincent Mussat and

violinist Hugo Boulanger, from the Paris and

Brussels Conservatories respectively, as well as

electro musician brothers Benjamin and Adrien Sahuc

are among the emerging artists who have been

involved with the House.

In 2016 Krug took a second major digital step to

make the information-rich Krug iD experience

sharable for the entire digital world. Now, when

someone tweets a Krug iD, they receive an immediate

response from Krug giving them and their followers

access to all the Krug iD information.

As a House with a contemporary spirit and a history

of pioneering, Krug continues to embrace digital

innovation and its potential to disrupt and delight.



Let your Krug experience go further. Enter the Krug iD online :

www.krug.com
#Krug

#KrugiD
@Krug @KrugChampagne Apple: Krug/Krug

PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY. NOT FOR FRANCE.

HOUSE OF KRUG

Romain CAPPELAERE

International PR Manager 

rcappelaere@krug.fr
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